ROSEMARY CLOONEY TO SING WITH SHOW BAND AND ON TELEVISION

A MEXICAN singing star Rosemary Clooney will sing with the Show Band on Monday, January 11. Two days later she appears on TV's "Starlight" with a small orchestra conducted by Eric Robinson. There is also a possibility that Rosemary may make a further single appearance on January 17-in the "Frankie
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Dickie Valentine booked for American TV spot

Front-line change for Jack Nathan

Vic Feldman joining Ronnie Scott Band

grace adds trumpet and drops trombone

Dickie Valentine will represent Dickie Valentine in the London and European TV and radio markets for the American TV program "Stars in the Night Time." He is to appear on the show Friday, January 15, and will also make a brief appearance on the show January 17.

Debbie Reynolds

Debbie Reynolds is to appear in the American TV program "Stars in the Night Time." She is to appear on the show Friday, January 15, and will also make a brief appearance on the show January 17.
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Ray Ellington with his Quartet

Ronnie Lord with Edmundo Ros
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Ball joins Konitz

When the band is formed for the recording session, it will include Bill McCutcheon, who will play the trumpet on "The Clarinetine." He will join the band after the recording date on Monday, January 11.

The band will consist of the following:

Bill McCutcheon (trumpet), Joe Konitz (clarinet), Vic Feldman (piano), Ray Ellington (guitar), and Ronnie Lord (bass).
ROSEMARY CLOONEY TO SING WITH SHOW BAND AND ON TELEVISION

A MEXICAN singing star Rosemary Clooney will sing with the Show Band on Monday, January 11. Two days later she appears on "The Hollywood Tonight" with a small orchestra conducted by Ertha Kpliant. Rosemary, who has been in Hollywood for several months, has been the subject of much speculation and it is also a possibility that Rosemary may make a further public appearance on January 17—on the "Frenchie Mow." Rosemary's appearance in London next Tuesday with her new band will be the first time that the band will have played in London. The band is under the direction of Ertha Kpliant, who will conduct a small orchestra. They will spend two months in Europe.
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87, Rupert Street, London, W.1 Tel: 5906 3737 with the Hollywood Tonight

Dickie Valentine booked for American TV spot

Leslie Grade told the NME: "Dickie will be filmed for a new American TV show called "The Jetsons" on April 3. The series will debut on ABC in September and will run for 13 weeks. Dickie will play the character of George Jetson, who is a father of a family and a fantastic husband." Grade added: "We are looking forward to working with Dickie on this project, and we believe that he will be a great addition to the show."

Front-line change for Jack Nathan

JOE NATHAN, resident manager at the Review Club on Monday, January 11, and manager at the Royal Court Club on Tuesday, January 12. He said the NME: "Having a lot of fun with the NME, but it's time for a change. I'm looking forward to working with the Review Club and the Royal Court Club in the future."

VIC FELDMAN JOINING RONNIE SCOTT BAND

VICTOR FELDMAN joins the Ronnie Scott Band, replacing Bill McBride, who has left the band. Ronnie said the NME: "Bill McBride has been a great addition to the band, and we will miss him. Victor is a fantastic drummer and we are looking forward to working with him."
**INTRODUCTION TO A THEME...**

**by ERNEST BORNEMAN**

TWO generations ago, the only instrument that was really associated with jazz was the saxophone. That was because the collar broke down so much in that period that the clarinet was almost abandoned. Today, the feeling prevails that the major instrument for modern jazz is the saxophone, but the clarinet is making a comeback. The theme of this article is that the clarinet is still the most expressive and versatile instrument in jazz.

**KENTON talking**

There has been a great deal of interest in the clarinet in recent years. It has been used by many artists, including Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker, and Kenny Clarke. The clarinet is a versatile instrument and can be played in a variety of styles, from swing to bebop.

**MAILBAG**

**Ralph Dollimore**

**FOR PERFECT REPRODUCTION**

**ELECTONE**

Pianola-Guitar PICK-UP UNIT

**Andy Woldwijk, Cees Heijtz, Bert Wessing**

A revolutionary advance on all previous pick-up machines. The new PICK-UP UNIT is a combination of the 'ELECTONE' PICKUP and the 'ELECTONE' VOLUME CONTROL, and it is used by IVOR MARRANTS in his new 'ELECTONE' PICKUP. It is a complete electro-mechanical system, and it is designed to give the player the most perfect reproduction of the instrument. It is a complete electro-mechanical system, and it is designed to give the player the most perfect reproduction of the instrument.

**New Year News from SCOTLAND'S FINEST MUSIC SHOP**

**STAR KENTON WRITES EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE MELODY MAKER**

**A different way of doing things**

"As a recording and radio soloist, I am very much aware of the importance of accuracy in recording. I have always been careful to record only the best vocalists and instrumentalists, and I have always tried to produce the best possible sound. I am very much aware of the importance of accuracy in recording. I have always been careful to record only the best vocalists and instrumentalists, and I have always tried to produce the best possible sound." -- Star Kenton

**WILL talks to the MM**

**Charlie Parker**

"The '53 Bubble BECOME The '54 Boiler?" **MM puts the spotlight on R&B and FINE ARTISTS**

**A bient PRODUCTS**

"Music is a major influence in our lives, and it is a major force in the world. It is a powerful tool that can be used for good or for evil. It can be used to bring people together or to divide them. Music is a major influence in our lives, and it is a major force in the world. It is a powerful tool that can be used for good or for evil. It can be used to bring people together or to divide them." -- Charlie Parker

**CHAPPELL'S BAND MUSIC SERVICE**

All the material listed here is available from your local music dealer, or from the address below.

**THE ENCORE SERIES specially arranged by Sidney Bechet and Transcribed to arr. Dance Orch.**

**100 Great all-time hits, the best of every style, plus a la mode in Melodies, Ballads and Jingles.**

**VICTORIA THAT'S AMORE**

**ROYAL BLUE WALTZ**

**POPPA POPPARDU**

**I GUESS I'LL HAVE TO CHANGE MY PLAN "BAND-ME-MAN" MEDLEY**

**MORELIN TENDERLY**

**HELLO YOUNG LOVERS**

**I WHISTLE A HAPPY TUNE**

**IN THE SHADOW (Theme from 'Shadow of the Thin')**

**CHAPPELL & CO. LTD.**

20 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1.

**McKORMACK'S MUSIC SHOP**

31 COPPERHILL ROAD, LONDON, E.1.
Is there a bias against jazz in SKIRTS?

ask 2 girl musicians

MAILBAG.

New Year News from SCOTLAND'S FINEST MUSIC SHOP

The Salter Super Action Alto with reeds weight

The Salter Tenor in chrome

The Salter Bass in chrome

The Premier Super Silver Clarinet

The Premier Super Corkey Clarinet

The entire range of the famous Webster Mutes in gold and silver

The "Uno" tenor saxophone, 11 keys in silver

The "Uno" alto saxophone, 7 keys in silver

The Premier Gitter pickup unit, continuous tone, open or closed

The Toronto Grand Equipment, automatic lever, 300 watts, 2 high impedance, 2 speakers

"The fairest house in the land" m'cormack's MUSIC SHOP

21 COWCAUDENS STREET • GLASGOW, G2

WILL

The '53 Bubble

BECOME

The '54 Boiler?

A NEW category of record has burst upon the market

in their jazz field, there were just Richard & Youngsters, Professor Longhair, and sometimes

like the jazz at all: Mithras-Blue.

The whole thing is a shock to the industry. Dealers and

public simply didn't want to know it. But now, 10 months after, the music roams like wild

and radio stations all over the world are now on the air.

The old style

A new type of jazz that is making in the old style of jazz.

A blues kick

CHAPPELL'S BAND MUSIC SERVICE

All the music heard here is a reproduction from your local music store, or from the original labeled

ACCOMMODATION

Suitable sound advice from the staff of the "That's Amore" Band, all top musicians.

The ENCORE SERIES specially arranged by James Lastly and

BAND-MAKER MEDLEY

ROYAL BLUE WALTZ

PI-ANNA-A RAG

DEATH HOUSE OF MICHELANGELO

PICTURE QUALITY

BUT WHERE IS IT?

WILLIAMSON

HELLO YOUNG LOVERS

I WHISTLE A HAPPY TUNE

THE VELVET GLOVE

CHAPPELL & CO. LTD.

20 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1. Tel: 7600
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JAZZ ON THE AIR
Compiled by F. W. Street

CARLTON DRUMS
The ideal drum for the ideal instrument.

OH! MY PA-PA IF YOU LOVE ME (I WON'T CARE)
Leeds Music

IF YOU'VE NEVER BEEN IN LOVE THERE WAS A TIME
Bourne Music

THE THOSE FROM LILICHT ETERNALLY)
FLATION WALTZ

ROCKETING TO FAME
Univox
THE "JOURNEY-INTO-SPACE" KEYBOARD

CIVIC HALL, WOLVERHAMPTON
Wednesday, 13th January, 6.15 & 8.45 p.m.
Concert by TED HEATH & HIS MUSIC
DICKIE VALENTINE - LITA ROZA - DENNIS LOTUS

ODON - BARKING
SUNDAY, 24th January - 3.45 & 6.45 p.m.
ERIC WINTONSE & HIS ORCHESTRA
JOAN REECE - THREE MAMAS - EDDIE ARLAND

TROCADERO - ELEPHANT CASTLE
SUNDAY, 3rd January - 6 & 9.30 p.m.
JACK PARNELL & HIS ORCHESTRA
BARTY HILL, THE MASTERSINGERS

KINGSTON EMPIRE
8.20 P.M. SUNDAY, 25th January
KINGSTON EMPIRE
8.20 P.M. SUNDAY, 25th January
KEN MACKINTOSH AND HIS ORCHESTRA
PETE MURdoch - SANDRA CLARK - CARLYLE HARRIS

THE JENNINGS ORGAN COMPANY
UNITY WORKS, BARTON, LUT

February 2nd, 1954
JAZZ ON THE AIR

Compiled by
F. W. Street

Radio Stations:
WABC, WOR, WINS, WNEW, WCAU, WJZ, WEAF

CIVIC HALL, WOLVERHAMPTON
Wednesday, 13th January, 6.15 & 8.45 p.m.

Concert by
TED HEATH & HIS MUSIC
DICKIE VALENTINE • LITA ROZA • DORIS LOE

Tickets: 3/6 to 4/6
OBTAINABLE AT OFFICE, CIVIC HALL, WOLVERHAMPTON

OH! MY PA-PA
IF YOU LOVE ME
I Electronics

LEEDS MUSIC
IF YOU'VE NEVER BEEN IN LOVE
THERE WAS A TIME

BOURNE MUSIC
ANSWER ME
The Theme From LIMELIGHT (ETERNALLY)

FLEETWOOD WALTZ

CIVIC HALL, WOLVERHAMPTON
Wednesday, 13th January, 6.15 & 8.45 p.m.

Concert by
TED HEATH & HIS MUSIC
DICKIE VALENTINE • LITA ROZA • DORIS LOE

Tickets: 3/6 to 4/6
OBTAINABLE AT OFFICE, CIVIC HALL, WOLVERHAMPTON

THE "JOURNEY-INTO-SPACE" KEYBOARD

Rocketing to Fame
UNIVOX

The "inter-planetary" music heard in the BBC's thrilling "Journey into Space" series is produced by a standard UNIVOX Electrophone keyboard [illustration].

Producer Charles Clinton and Musical Director Ben Phillips chose UNIVOX for its multi-tremolo features and for the versatile "new sounds" found only in this keyboard.

UNIVOX, the original All-British unit, features the exclusive UNIVOX sub-sonic keyboard. Please write today for full illustrated brochure, name and address of your nearest dealer or for details of our demonstration.

UNIVOX reaches the stars!
All these famous artists (and many more, too) feature UNIVOX:
Marvin "Sonny" Shepherd • Ray Martin • Doreen Tucker • The Artie Alston Trio • The TV Dinner • The Vermonts • The Crickets • The 100 Men Choir • The 100 Women Choir • The Universe • The Teenagers

If you are considering the purchase of an electronic keyboard, you are it yourself to hear UNIVOX before you buy!

Exported to 25 different countries.

THE JENNINGS ORGAN COMPANY
UNITY WORKS, DARTFORD, KENT
Telephone, Dartford 4386
Distributorship: 109 GRUYNE CROSS O.D., LONDON, W.12

LEWIS COACH IN CRASH: GIRL DIES

A young girl passenger was killed when the motor coach, which was carrying the Lewis Band and the Lewis Orchestra, collided with a truck on the New York-Brooklyn pike. The driver of the coach, who was seriously injured, has been taken to a hospital in Brooklyn. The accident occurred near the 50th Street exit of the Brooklyn Bridge.

DIANA COUPLAND & MCKENZIE TO TOUR

Diana Coup and McKenzie, who have been touring the United States, are expected to return to their home in England soon. They have been singing together for several years and have achieved great popularity in the United States.

COUPLES DISCUSS DISC DEADLINE

New York, Tuesday.—With the final midnight of New Year's Eve fast approaching, a number of couples who plan to celebrate the new year in a big way are working overtime to complete their arrangements. Among those expected to be at the popular New York clubs are the Cougars, the Burros, and the Turtles. The night will be marked by a number of interesting happenings, including the annual New Year's Eve ball at the Waldorf Astoria.

DOVER TURNS BACK MARY LOU AND TAPS AS CHRISTMAS PARTY WAITS

While a Christmas week-long party at the Hotel Astor in New York, sponsored by the Astor Men's Club, was in full swing, two guests of honor, Mary Lou Williams and singer-songwriter Dave Miller, were held for questioning at Dover.

GETZ MET US WITH A 32

A 32-year-old narcotics officer who arrested the suspect in the case of the missing Christmas party at the Hotel Astor, was met with a warm welcome by the guests. He was accompanied by a Dutch tour, and was received by a crowd of friends who had gathered to welcome him.

JU INTERVENES TO STOP INDIAN VISIT

Maj. J. W. Lewis, who had been stationed in India, was ordered to stop a visit to the Indian village of his home. The visit was arranged by a group of friends who had gathered to welcome him.

THE TANGO RAGE

THE GOLDEN TANGO

IRISH DISPUTE MAY INVOLVE BANDS IN LA SUIT

The dispute between Irish players and the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra has reached a new level. The players, who are members of the Irish Federation of Musicians, have sent a formal notice to the orchestra demanding better wages and working conditions. The orchestra has refused to meet the demand and has threatened to fire the players if they continue to press their demands.

NEW YEAR GREETINGS

From

JACK PARNELL

And His Orchestra

Thank you for all the kind support you gave us in 1953. May we prove worthy of it in the year ahead.
NEW YORK DIARY

At a service with the Rev. Kelsey

COLLECTORS' CORNER
Edited by Max Jones and Sinclair Truhl

Jazz reviews by Max Jones

Roy Fox says:
"Of all the tape-recorders I've heard throughout the world - I like the REFLECTOGRAPH best."

SOLUTION
in last week's Crossword

Free!

ORCHESTRA SERVICE

GREATEST TROMBONE VALUE EVER!

The warning
Len Guttridge — Robert W. David

Vibrating hands

Free!

New deliveries now to hand!
JOHNNY HODGES GROUP MAY BE NEXT EUROPE SIGNING

Mary Lou and Sapphires for Parnell show?

Frank Weir in 'sinister' part

Asmussen for U.S. 'just for kicks'

CLOONEY

NEW B & H MANAGER

Howell takes over Palladium baton

Tests before Irish singers can join the IFM

Sharon hits out at BBC jazz bias

EDDIE INTRODUCES MAX TO JAZZ

BARRY SUMMER TEN

HONEYMOONING STARS

INJUNCTION AGAINST IRISH UNION ON EVE OF SCOTT TOUR

Tests before Irish singers can join the IFM

A Happy New Year to You All

from HARRY BENCE

The ORCHESTRA and...

Elizabeth Batey

Jimmy Day

Derek Francis

LEW STONE INJURED IN CAR CRASH

Bandleader Lew Stone suffered head injuries, shock and broken leg when car in which he was involved in a collision with a taxi in Hyde Park opposite the Savoy Hotel.

Bill McGurief: A GIRL

U.S. agent wants Johnny Eager

Lost Stone Battery: New Year's Eve at the Savoy Hotel.

SHEILA'S BECKONS TO 'THE CORK KIN

Sheila says, 'I'll be home by 6.30'

MORTON aces O.R.L.A.

Chas McQueen plays空

FELDMAN

EDMUNDO ROS

RONNIE LORD

THE DOG with the black cloak

PREFERRED by the PROFESSION

CLAVIOLINE

L. W. HUNT DRUM CO. LTD.

J A T P FOR PARIS

LADY MINOR EDELMAN

ELIZABETH AND THE CAMEL

BARBIE (SHF)

THE TROPGEERS

THE JUJU BAND

SCHMIDT
How to write letters to a jazz columnist...

STEVE RACE ADVISES ON-

Each morning the postman poots through my letter-box an average of 15 letters, of which 14 are to do with the jazz province. The one remaining letter asks me for something to write about...For instance:

Worried Eddie?

'Since I wrote you a year ago I've been really deep in the woods. What with the war being on, I decided to take a trip to some of the old haunts of the Doctor, and I came across this place called Broadway. However, I managed to find a few old friends and was able to spend a bit of time with them. I'm not sure if I've found the answer to my problem, but I'm hoping to find something useful soon.'

Another moan

Not too much!

"Dear Steve, I'm really fed up with the way things are at the moment. Every time I think I've got a break coming up, something comes along to spoil it. I've been worrying about this for a while now, and I'm not sure what to do. I've been looking for a job, but I haven't had any luck. I'm really feeling down at the moment, and I don't know what to do."

Ten-point plan

1. Stop worrying and start enjoying life.
2. Find a new job.
3. Take a break and do something different.
5. Travel to new places.
7. Volunteer for a good cause.
8. Exercise regularly.
9. Eat healthy.
10. Take care of yourself.

The discovery

"I just wanted to tell you about a discovery I made the other day. I was out walking in the park and I came across a hidden gem that I never knew existed. It was a small, charming café where the coffee was delicious and the atmosphere was cozy. I've been going there every day since and I can't get enough."

MAILBAG

The Trumpet YOU would be proud to play... The Benson "NEW CREATION"

"I've been wanting to learn the trumpet for a while now, but I haven't had the chance to do so. I've heard that the Benson "NEW CREATION" is a great instrument. Can anyone who owns one tell me about their experience with it?"

The answer:

"I recently bought a Benson "NEW CREATION" and I have to say, it's fantastic! The intonation is perfect, the tone is rich and full, and it's really easy to play. I would definitely recommend it to anyone looking for a great trumpet."
BILLY DANIELS REVIEWS
CHRISTINE JORGENSEN

EXCLUSIVE

A goo! it’s a lot of fun to review Christine Jorgensen. She’s a great subject...
SOLOS NEAR CALL-BOY HALL

Mambo comes to Carnegie Hall

...and the music begins...

PRE-XMAS GLUT MEANS LEAN TIME FOR U.S. LABELS

Terry fights Terry in new vibes duo

Jerry Dawson's Provincial Round-Up

THE TANGO RACE

THE TENNESSEE WIG-WALK

YOU ALONE (SOLO TU)
SMACK

Song Sheet

WHAT makes a good trumpet section man? Johnny Dankworth's Eddie Blair gave the question the straightest of answers with the straightest of facts.

"A good trumpeter is someone who is able to play in tune, has a good ear and can read music. He should be able to play in different keys and have a good sense of rhythm. What's more, he needs to be able to adapt to different musical styles and to work well with other musicians."

Eddie Blair, Dankworth Trumpeter

SIX NEW HOFNER MODELS

NEW DELIVERIES NOW TO HAND!

The Story of Parlophone

Recording is an art and science that has evolved over time. From the early days of Edison's phonograph to the digital era, music has been recorded in countless ways. Parlophone has been a leader in this field, exploring new technologies and techniques. In this edition, we delve into the history of recording and the impact it has had on music.

ROY PLUMMER

The Stars Use Them!

"Really heavy work--still brilliant!" - Roy Plummer

The Stars Use Them!

"Really heavy work--still brilliant!"

Jazz ...... by

Max Jones

The Stars Use Them!

"Really heavy work--still brilliant!"

Winners of the

Melody Maker 1953 All-Britain

Final Dance Band Championship

JOHNNY LYNE

Why do I love you?

The Stars Use Them!
FDH-FELDMAN MERGER COMPLETED: PRO. DEPT. TO MOVE TO DENMARK ST.

THE purchase of B. Feldman and Sons Ltd. by rival music publishers, FDH, was completed last Friday. It is understood that the new owners, who have been operating at 150, Shaftesbury Avenue, have decided to move to Denmark Street. This is not unexpected, as FDH has been carrying out a programme of rationalization of their premises, and the move will bring the company's London offices under one roof.

HARRY ROY BAND TO LEAVE COPACABANA

The Harry Roy Band has decided to leave the Copacabana. The band, under the leadership of Harry Roy, has been a feature of the club for several months, and has been very popular with the patrons.

HARPER, PRICE AND YOUNKMAN BOOKED

Discos, jump on Miller band-wagon

Third-time Price

THIRD-TIME PRICE

The Miller Band, under the leadership of Walter Miller, has been booked for several engagements, including a third appearance at the Copacabana, where they have been very popular.

They're here!

ALL THE NEW ORCHESTRATIONS AND GLYNDELL MUSIC SUPPLIERS

Play the very LATEST

Along with the NAME BANDS

Send for our FREE CATALOGUE NOW!!

UNBEATABLE SERVICE for "EVERYTHING IN MUSIC"

GLYNDELL MUSIC SUPPLIERS

20 ROYAL STREET, LONDON, W.1

THEIR HERD BOOKED FOR BIG MM Concerts IN DUBLIN

MELODY MAKER readers are not to be left out in the cold when Wonders' royal tour takes them to Europe. On March 5th, in Dublin's Gaiety Theatre, they will be able to see and hear the great mammal aggregation in the flesh.

In association with Dublin promoter Bill Fuller, and by arrangement with London's Royal Albert Hall, Wonders will appear in a special concert which will be broadcast over the BBC on the same day. Full details will be announced shortly.

Maynard Ferguson too?

MAYNARD FERGUSON too?

Weir stays at the Don Juan

SCOtt's Irish Tour: LATEST

Writ Against Mu

ROCKET CHANGE

KITCHENS

SPECIALY SELECTED JANUARY BARCAINS

NUEWILLIAMS BROCHURE NOW READY

All instruments sent for 7 days' approval, N.P. TERM

R. S. KITCHEN LTD., 27-31 Queen Victoria Street, London £
WHAT JOB FOR ME...? BANDLEADER, PSYCHIATRIST OR ARCHITECT?

—KENTON TALKING

Bill Russo
One of the chief roles played by the saxophonist is that of a listener. In his monologues, the listener is never quite sure what he is going to hear. As a result, he is always on the lookout for something new. This is why the listener often finds himself with the saxophonist's music.

Today, I look back on the years I was a listener. I was an especially close friend of the saxophonist, but a close friend of Bill Russo, but a close friend of the saxophonist. The saxophonist and I were in trouble for ages, but now we are friends.

The saxophonist has been a listener for about a year, and he has not yet made a record. He has been known to say that he wishes he would have made a record.

I have just been back to see the saxophonist. He was in trouble for ages, but now he is friends with the saxophonist. The saxophonist has been a listener for about a year, and he has not yet made a record. He has been known to say that he wishes he would have made a record.

Fine broadcast, Vic! but the fans didn't hear it

MELODY MAKER MAILBAG

I have just been back to see the saxophonist. He has been a listener for about a year, and he has not yet made a record. He has been known to say that he wishes he would have made a record.

The saxophonist has been a listener for about a year, and he has not yet made a record. He has been known to say that he wishes he would have made a record.

THE ALL STAR PLAYER

FOR AN
ALL STAR PROGRAMME

☆ 3-speed Motor ☆ 5" P.M. Speaker
☆ Amplifier ☆ Turnover Type Crystal Pick-up
☆ Attractive Leatherette Lightweight Carrying Case

You can take all your recorded music anywhere—records of your favourite stars played at their very best... a complete amplified record reproducer for only 14 guineas, and that includes purchase tax.

—and there's the REV-LETTE, too

Transportable Record Player. A complete unit. Tough crystal pick-up. 9.5 GNS (The Pub)

Available from your local record shop or full details from—
CHAMPION ELECTRIC CORPORATION
14 BERKLEY STREET, LONDON, W.1.

Please send me details of the CHAMPION REV-LETTE
AMPLIFIED RECORD REPRODUCER

NAME

ADDRESS

P.M.J.2
STARRY-EYED STAR

A COUPLE of weeks ago, I was able to tell you something of the workings in the making of "Beatle," and I hope that the information then supplied did something to give an idea of how a writer's interest may be aroused. The purpose I had in mind was to show how, in a situation which might appear to be quite normal, there can be a germ of a story which may, if properly followed up, reveal an interesting and instructive story about a subject which has not been told before.

GOSSIP

Rosemary on TV

The news that Rosemary Currer has appeared on "The Batman" television series has been confirmed. Miss Currer, who has been playing the part of the suspended actress, has been on the show for several weeks. It has been reported that she has been well received by the audience and that her appearance has added a new dimension to the show.

SALE!

"Black Swan" an ex-movie star who has been living in seclusion for many years, has been reported to have sold her home and medals for a large sum of money. The medals were those which she had won as a singer and actor in Hollywood. The sale of the house and medals has been attributed to her need for financial support.

Limited Editions

A limited edition of the record "I Am a Slave" by the late Leona Williams has been issued. The record was produced by the late Leona Williams and was released posthumously. The limited edition has been highly sought after by collectors and is now commanding a high price.

SONGWRITERS' ADVICE BUREAU

ART CLUB

A songwriters' advice bureau has been established at the Arts Club. The bureau will provide information and advice to songwriters on matters such as copyright, publishing, and recording. It is hoped that the bureau will help to promote the interests of songwriters and assist them in their careers.

Songsters' Warblers

The Songsters' Warblers, a group of amateur songwriters, have announced that they will be holding a competition for the best original song. The competition is open to all amateur songwriters and will be judged by a panel of judges.

MONKEY TALK

The grand old man of the British music industry, Mr. Jack Brunner, has received a lifetime achievement award at the Royal Philharmonic Society's annual dinner. Mr. Brunner has been involved in the music industry for many years and has made a significant contribution to the development of popular music in the UK.

EMPEROR

Emperor Clarinet £29.16.3

THE CREAM OF THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD

USE AND ACCLAIM THE GRUNDIG TAPE RECORDER

QUESTION AND ANSWER

Why do the outstanding celebrities of stage, screen, radio, television, concert platform and other fields of entertainment use the Grundig TAPE RECORDER?

BECAUSE the superb quality and high fidelity of the Grundig's performance extends to every second, to every note, to every detail, to every nuance of every performance, to every recording, to every reproduction.

BECAUSE the Grundig's wireless soundproof microphones really reproduce all tone characteristics.

BECAUSE the Grundig's superbly sensitive microphones really reproduce all tone characteristics.

BECAUSE the Grundig is a compact and portable appliance in a suitcase, and finally because of its great value, its unique design and compact size of Grundig tape recorders.

On Wednesday 28th February, Grundig will be launching a new model of tape recorder, the Grundig "Reporter," which is available in two-speed or single-speed versions. Grundig "Reporter" tape recorders are available at all leading record stores.

Bing wants to go straight!

THE GROANER HANKERS FOR DRAMATIC ROLES

THE man who is probably the best-loved star of all time claims that he is a prisoner to his tonality.

With rugosity--this is a small word and one that is not often used nowadays--he regrets getting more of what he wants than he gets of what he needs. But although he is a prisoner to his tonality, he is not a prisoner to his art. He has hopes and dreams of being a great actor, and hopes to do some great acting in the future. He is currently working on a new project, which he hopes will be a success.
3C ASH UNIT BOOKED FOR MAXINE'S TOUR

Dawn 'GHOST' IN CABARET

Jazz v Jim Crow: another victory

In Close Harmony

Francis, Day & Hunter take much pleasure in advising their many friends in the profession that they, in conjunction with Robbins Music Corp., New York, have acquired the world-famous business of B. Feldman & Co., Ltd., 125/127 Shaftesbury Avenue, together with their associated Companies: Dix Ltd, Herman Darewski Music Publishing Co., and British & Continental Music Agencies Ltd.
JOE DANIELS ADDING SIX FOR RETURN TO SLOUGH

Lou Simmons makes palais come-back

BAND leader Lou Simmons, who has been a feature of the Slaughpalais for many years, will return to the stage on Thursday, at the request of the management, to assist in the entertainment of the performance band led by Joe Daniels.

Guest artists

The cafe will feature the Jazz fabric, a new and unusual show-tune of its own with the exceptional talent of Miss Monica Preston and her audience, who will also be entertained by the guests of the night in the shape of Miss Mabel Collins, a well-known artist at the Slaughpalais.

Dublin musicians in parade for charity

Midlands council sponsors jazz

Music director Pat Mullan has been in charge of the parade and has arranged for a unique jazz event to take place on Sunday, March 15th, which will feature the talents of some of the best musicians in Dublin.

Bright New Year for Ward groups

An exciting new year has been planned for the Ward groups, with many new and innovative ideas being introduced to keep the membership engaged and interested.

Who's Where

The latest edition of the Who's Who in the City includes many of the key figures in the business and cultural sectors. A special feature highlights the achievements of various individuals and organizations in the city.

American guitarist makes a splash

The American guitarist, known for his unique style, has made a splash in the jazz world, gaining recognition for his innovative approach to the instrument.

Provincial Round-Up

The latest news from the provinces includes updates on local events, community activities, and the latest developments in the world of music and entertainment.

By Jerry Brown

The latest column from Jerry Brown provides a rundown of the week's top events, insights on the music industry, and some of the newest releases in the world of jazz.

Gardens' Grille

Grafix, the Grille, a new restaurant in the heart of the city, has gained popularity among locals and tourists alike for its exquisite cuisine and relaxed atmosphere. The establishment is managed by a dynamic team of experienced chefs and sommeliers.

R.S.A. Twin Speaker

Portable P.A.

Powerful sound equipment for the discerning music lover, the R.S.A. Twin Speaker is designed to deliver clear and vibrant audio quality, ensuring an immersive listening experience.

New Truvoice Types

T.V.10 for sale at the full price of £25.00.

R.S.A.

R.S.A.

Selmer

The premier brand of clarinet, saxophone, and brass instruments, Selmer is known for its precision craftsmanship and commitment to quality. The company's instruments are highly regarded in the industry and are favored by professional musicians worldwide.

Bell Accordions Ltd.

Our business is EXPANDING

Bell Accordions Ltd. is dedicated to providing high-quality accordion instruments to music enthusiasts and professionals alike. The company is committed to innovation and excellence, continuously improving their products to meet the demands of the modern musical world.

Bells Pianoforte Ltd.
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Swing .... by
Edgar Jackson

RECORD

George Shearing

Jazz .... by
Sinclair Traill

The Greatest sound in
Cymbals

FREE! The 13 page booklet
packed with information on
Cymbals. Just write "Cymbals"
ready on a postcard.

January 16, 1954

HERMAN'S
DUBLIN CONCERTS

Call W2D9E for George

Leonard Feather's New York Diary

Monday

A thrilling evening at
the Waldorf Astoria

Thrilling!

Georgs's lifetime of
services a lifetime

Thursday

Collectors' Corner

Edited by Max Jones and Sinclair Traill

---concluded

Honeymoon

Smack

Dallas Star Value First

Roy Fox

Viking Trumpet

Viking Trombone

FREE! Get it and hear for
yourself.

See your local dealer.

Dallas Star Value First
British musicians see the Glenn Miller film... and record Cos. issue Glenn sides

Visit to America
Currents in music in Variety: "When Houston Kellogg the famous American radio announcer visited Britain recently he said that here was music the world wants to hear. He felt that American music should continue to develop and that British music should also develop in the same direction."

MADISON AVENUE BROADCASTS

MELODY MAKER

January 16, 1954

4-Figure Contract, U.S. Dates for Calvert

TRUMPET virtuoso Eddie Calvert this week signed a contract to appear in Los Angeles for the first time in June. The contract runs for the next few years and will net him more than £10,000.

Mrs. Louis smugmed reefer's say Feds.

New Stars Lined Up for Baker's 3rd Radio Dozen

Ragan finishing at Berkeley

MELODY MAKER

January 23, 1954

Search for Britain's finest semi-professional Musician

Billie Holiday to appear at Albert Hall

Garland Wilson ends Copa run

Dankworth 20-piece to play for Nat 'King' Cole

Rabin signs on at Lyceum until 1959

Maxine with Ash on Parlo discs

The Inside Story of Glenn Miller

Selmer

22 CHAIRING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.1

1001: Four Walls, seven windows, a chimney.

1002: A man standing in the rain.

1003: Black and white photograph of a woman.

1004: Red and white sign with an arrow.

1005: A man playing a guitar.

1006: A woman holding a baby.

1007: A woman in a red dress.

1008: A red and white poster.

1009: A woman standing in the rain.

1010: A red and white sign.

1011: A woman holding a baby.

1012: A man playing a guitar.
OBITUARY

Is this the end of the pro. gigman?

The pro. musicians of 1954

asks saxophonist TEDDY WALLACE

The remedy

The MU is killing local hops

says the Rev. Herbert

Bunney, Warden of Ince (Wigan)

A PAGE THAT CONCERNS ALL MUSICIANS

A teacher rejected me; the MU accepted me!

On the Air with a New Series

...Kenny Baker

and his Besson

"NEW CREATION"

The Case of the Bandleader's Duties

Who will top the 1960 MM Poll?

The new "ZENITH" takes the pro's by storm!
Europe welcomes Feather's JAZZ CLUB USA

Palladium baton for Eric Rogers

This Singer

VAUGHAN WILL LEAD IN LIVERPOOL

Jerry Dawns: Province Round Up

ROSEMARY WAXES FOR U.S.

P-A-Y-E TRIPS TO HERMAN

British Musicians in Konitz Quartet

Band went through this—and lived

4 for Ward 3

Ivy gives cameras—after 5 years

Kenton + Ballet + Heath = TV

Battle of the Sexes

Agreement in U.S. disc dispute

Rugelio rivals Stan on Columbia label

Gold Cup winners find the going easy

Hollywood's Waxman cuts out Britain

You Alone

Dixieland Series

You've Done It

You've Done It

You've Done It

You've Done It

You've Done It

You've Done It

You've Done It
RECORD

Jazz . . . by
Max Jones

Swing . . . by
Edgar Jackson

Pops . . . by
Laurie Menshaw

DEAR NEW SOUTHLAND

TROPICANA

SUREGRIP

SUREGRIP Soprano, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Alto, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Baritone, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Tenor Saxophone, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Clarinet, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Flute, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Oboe, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Bassoon, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Horn, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Trumpet, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Trombone, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP French Horn, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Cornet, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
SUREGRIP Tuba, Alternate Tonehole - 1 Hole, 2 Hole and 3 Hole
UNION TELLS SCOTT: GIVE UP IRISH TOUR, OR FACE CONSEQUENCES

CONSEQUENCES

The Ronnie Scott Orchestra has played in Dublin after all. Despite a threat that seemed destined to keep the band from going there, various authorities in Dublin have come down in favor of the tour and even the Garda have given an undertaking that there will be no more interference. The band was supposed to have been barred from playing by the Garda but a court action was launched to forestall the ban and the Garda backed down.

TANNER SISTERS FOR COLONY

The Tanner Sisters have been booked for the Colony (4) in London next week. The group, from New York, have been heard in the states and Canada and have been well liked there. Their arrange-ments are being conducted by Mr. Harry Lipton, the popular London music man.

F.D.C. ANNOUNCE PRE-OFNER IN FALMOUTH

Ashley Elphick is the new musical director of the F.D.C. Falmouth. Mr. Elphick takes over on the 10th. The band will be one of the biggest in the F.D.C. programme and will be a considerable rival to the A.C.C.

LITA ROZA ILL

Lita Roza is off with a head cold. She is expected to be back at work quite soon.

SEARCH FOR NEW TALENT
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Weekly guide

F.D.C. announce pre-season engagement for the Falmouth Band. The band will be one of the biggest in the F.D.C. programme and will be a considerable rival to the A.C.C.

Kane hands out as English closes

Three new men for Barratt variety

Journey to the 1954 Poll

SOFAK 'BLONDED' BY ILLNESS

Imhos for records

Herman builds brass section for Europe

Washington ends dance music: Parry 5 out

LEWIS CUTS MULLIGAN LP FOR DECCA

KITCHENS

Weir to COPA: Jill steps in

Special Inside
Four-page MULLER Supplement

Mystery cell

Londoners on the move

Homesick LIL

Shaping up for specials

British No. 1 best seller

SWEDISH RHAPSODY

I was a fool in love

Kiss and cuddle polka

This will be a big career move

Te Amo

London is blue

Te Amo

This song is included in the new catalogue and is available at the special price of 6/6 for 10 copies.

Mystery cell

Londoners on the move

Homesick Lil

Shaping up for specials

British No. 1 best seller

SWEDISH RHAPSODY

I was a fool in love

Kiss and cuddle polka

This will be a big career move

Te Amo

London is blue

Te Amo

This song is included in the new catalogue and is available at the special price of 6/6 for 10 copies.
THIS MAN STIRRED UP A HORNETS' NEST

WHEN HE WROTE

MAILBAG

The witty and lucid Mr. Race

RADIO COMMENTARY

by Maurice Burman

LISTEN TO ERIC DELANEY'S SUPERB DRUMMING

This film is a double success!

TED HEATH AND HIS MUSIC

GERALDO DEMANDS STYRATONE

YOUNGSTERS OF THE '30s

MAX JONES interviews one of the New England SHRIMBANS

A SHOW OF SUPERLATIVES!

BARGAIN NEWS by Besson
Dragnet greets armed gunmen

WE'RE OFF TO PARIS—

They all laughed ...

"Invest in Grundig"

They were all laughing ...
Mairants Records Air Shows with 3 Voices

Dankworth in Borneman TV Play

WYDIO RECORDERS contribute to Britain's entertainment TV schedules with their third appearance this year in a series of 39-minute programmes transmitted to British and American listeners at the rate of 1965 hours a week. A four-piece band, the programme, usually known as "The Dankworth Shows," has featured the vocalist Billy Miller in a number of performances, and will be repeated on Sunday evenings at 10 p.m.

Wodderman wins his Ashton newcomer

Maurice Wilkins, who has been in the Ashton area, is the new "wodderman" of the area. He is the second man to join the Ashton community, and has been living in the area for the past two months.

Mu May Turn Organ into White Elephant

Vocalist Mu May has been heard to say that he may turn his organ into a white elephant. He is currently on tour with the band, and it is rumored that he may quit the band if his demands are not met. He is known for his distinctive voice and has been a popular addition to the band.

Ray Anthony Buys Up The Billy May Slurpers

Ray Anthony, this week purchased the rights to the Billy May Slurpers. The band is currently headlining at the Apache Club in New York, and is set to headline at the Flamingo Club in Las Vegas.

Teachers Complain

"We don't deserve the title of Head Teachers," said Mrs. Joan Smith, who is currently the Head Teacher of the American Jazz Institute. "We are here to teach, not to entertain." The statement was made in response to the recent controversy surrounding the band's performance at the Institute.

Ray Anthony Buys Up The Billy May Slurpers It makes for Variety

Perrin Publicity Ltd

Announce the Opening of their Public and Press Relations Service at 8 Denmark Street London, W.C.2

Telephone YENgle 4234

Painters' Vocal Ladder to Fame

Billie Holiday for Manchester

Painters' Vocal Ladder to Fame is a new production at the Paramounts Sensational Musical.

Robin Randall Song

'A Dime and a Dollar - Meet a Happy Guy

'Robin Randall Song' is sung by Guy Mitchell.

Red Garters:

Good Intentions - Bad News - Brave Man

'MAN WOMAN - LADY KILLER

'Good Intentions - Bad News - Brave Man' is sung by Rosalyn Clooney.

Red Garters' Songs

'It's Greater Than I Thought - Vaquer

'VAQUERO

performed by Joanne Good and Guy Mitchell.

2 BGs in British Band

2 British Groups in the band

Alex Chilton, Ben Smith and Peter Coleman are the two British groups in the band.

Leisure Evans Launches Another Campaign

Little 'loss' his wife to Daniels

Leisure Evans is currently launching another campaign. He has recently lost his wife to another man, and is currently investigating the situation.

Gregson and Evans: Bands Air Again

Bill Gregson and Eric Reed

Gregson and Evans are currently back on the air. They have been off the air for the past two months, and are now back on the air with a new lineup.

Joe shows 'hand' for Jack of Clubs

Joe's new show, 'Hand for Jack of Clubs,' is currently airing on the radio. The show features a variety of musical acts and is a hit with the audience.

Leslie Evans launches another campaign

Another campaign by Leslie Evans is currently underway. He has recently launched another campaign, and is currently investigating the situation.

Paul Adam loses six-day suit

Paul Adam is currently in a six-day suit. He has been taken to court for his actions during the band's recent tour.

Carlton Drums

DALLAS STAR-TESTED INSTRUMENT

Carlton Drums is now available at your local music store.

Afrika's Provincial Round-Up

Another week has passed in Afrika's Provincial Round-Up. The latest news is that the band is currently on tour in the province.

Ted Heath & His Music

Dickie Valentine - Lita Roza - Dennis Lotus

Tickets at: 5s. to 2/6

Obtainable: Cub's Quality Shop, Wembley, London Tel. Euston 6049

Ready Shorty - Orchestations of I'm Not Crying

Allo Carnavalito

South America Music Publishing Co. Ltd., 18 Denmark Street, London, W.C.2

Latin American Music Pub. Co. Ltd., Temple Bar 4324
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What is a REFLECTOGRAPH and why does it satisfy the MUSICIAN?

The Reflectograph is a new high performance superior TAPE RECORDER. Above all it is designed to give the serious musician who appreciates fidelity of reproduction.

Before buying a Tape Recorder we advise you to hear a REFLECTOGRAPH at
THE STARS WELCOME NEW TALENT SEARCH

TROUBLE IN FRENCH JAZZ PARADISE

Glamour with a Baton!

FOUR CHANGES IN DEREK NEW BAND AT CELEBRITE

Carr v. MU: Union put up a ‘smokescreen’

ROYAL ALBERT HALL
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14th, at 7 p.m.

HAROLD DAVIDSON LTD.

EXCLUSIVE LONDON DEBUT of a Prominent American Musician

BILLIE HOLIDAY
Also
JACK PARNELL
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

LEWISHAM GAUMONT
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 7th - 2 & 8.30 p.m.

THE JOE LOSS BAND SHOW with
JOE LOSS, BILL TAYLOR, WEDGWOOD, BURTON, TROUPE, ELLIS JONES, ERIC ANGELL, XENOLAND BAND AND LEO FURTH

CROYDON DAVIS THEATRE
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2nd - 2 and 8 p.m.

JESSE ROLL-MORTON's GEMS OF JAZZ

BOBBY SHELTON

LIONEL ARMSTRONG

GRACIE COLE says "THANKS"

PERRIN PUBLICITY LTD.

THE SOUND
by Cyril Stapleton

Sunderland Daily Echo
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A disappointing debut, a split lip and the New Sound arrives

The story of a love that made wonderful music

James Stewart and June Allyson

The Glenn Miller Story

MILLER THE JAZZMAN

Merry's a magnificent statement about Glenn Miller as a jazz artist, and that the music was produced.